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introduction

A positive
future

First of all, a reminder to all TFWA
members that this morning is our
AGM, which takes place in Audi K at
9am. Although there are no elections
this year, this is still a very important
event in the Association’s annual
calendar – giving you the chance to
make your voice heard. So do make
every effort to attend.

for a number of exhibitors. We were able to
compensate for this by negotiating specific
conditions with the City of Cannes, the
benefits of which we have returned to the

TFWA Corporate sub-committee members: Matthijs Kramer, Campari International SAM;
Priscilla Beaulieu, Kaloo, Clayeux & Corolle by the M.E.C; Alessandra Visconti, TFWA
Corporate Vice-President; Philip Geeraert, Neuhaus; and Christian Vonthron, Oettinger
Davidoff Group. Also on the sub-committee, but not pictured are: Loris Bellarmi, Ermenegildo
Zegna and Lisa Prass, Procter & Gamble Prestige.

exhibitors in terms of reduced stand costs,
etc. This, we feel, is the correct thing to do
in the spirit of TFWA.

sectors, such as fashion and sunglasses,

companies such as Horizon Consumer

It is the strength of the Association

etc. According to Generation Research,

Science and Mind-set. This includes the

that enables us to work so closely in

in the first half of this year, the luxury

complete 2010 European Travel Retail

partnership with the City of Cannes; and

goods sector showed a fantastic growth

Research report on various aspects

2011 looks to have been a very positive

our ability to do this comes from the

of 17.2% over 2010 – thanks to the

of consumers’ shopping behaviour in

year, following excellent results for the

strength of our membership. Membership

booming Asia Pacific market, so we are

Europe, based on the top 14 travelling

Association in 2010 – possibly our best

of TFWA brings many different benefits

clearly on the right track. Liquor has

nationalities. Similar research has also

financial year to date. This has been

as well, including the results of all

also shown real growth at 16.4%, with an

been conducted on Russian travellers and

thanks to the resurgence of the industry

our research projects, as well as

upward trend in both wines and spirits

Middle East travellers. If you are doing

after the economic downturn, a clearly

access to the Members Lounge here in

and – again – we have worked hard to

– or are planning to do – business in the

positive environment – indicated by our

Cannes, discounts off trade publication

reflect this in our mix of exhibitors.

Indian subcontinent, then don’t miss the

exceptionally successful TFWA Asia Pacific

subscriptions, access to a personalised

This positive trend comes at the end of

executive summary of the Indian Travel

event – and TFWA’s own internal promise

new service from Esmerk, an online

a difficult recessionary period and it is

Retail Report that TFWA has obtained

to manage itself and its costs as carefully

recruitment service and more.

good to see that the number of members

from the Centre for Asia Pacific Aviation,

as possible.

Members of TFWA cover all categories

exhibiting has not reduced.

exclusively for its members.

We know that bringing TFWA World

within the industry and, each year, we

As mentioned above, a key benefit to

Exhibition forward a month this year,

endeavour to ensure that representation

members is the ability to freely download

due to the G20 summit in Cannes in early

matches the trends of the business in

international research commissioned

November, has not been easy to manage

general – particularly to reflect the growing

regularly by TFWA from specialised

TFWA Finance sub-committee members: Frédéric Garcia-Pelayo, TFWA Finance
Vice-President; Hervé Ducros, Chanel; Ségolène Audras-Verdillon, Hermès Ventes
Aux Voyageurs - Travel Retail; and Lionel Erhmann, Marnier-Lapostolle. Also on the
sub-committee, but not pictured are: Donatienne de Fontaines-Guillaume,
Moët & Chandon and Eric Tarral, L’Oréal Produits de Luxe.

Members’ Breakfast
TFWA will be hosting a Members’ Breakfast at 09:00 on
Friday 23 September in the TFWA Lounge. The breakfast is
open to all TFWA Members. The TFWA Lounge is located
in the Golden Village, Level 1.

Alessandra Visconti
Vice-President Corporate,
TFWA

For more information on TFWA
membership, please contact Sabine
Parmentier (s.parmentier@tfwa.com).

Frédéric Garcia-Pelayo
Vice-President Finance,
TFWA

Download the
TFWA World
Exhibition app
A fantastic new app for iPhone and BlackBerry
has been launched for TFWA World Exhibition.
It is an invaluable resource for visitors to this
year’s event, containing details of the week’s
programme, full list of exhibitors and their

Majestic Restaurant

stand location, and all onsite services.

The Majestic Hotel is offering a special menu

This deal is in addition to the lunch menu

evolving communications strategy, which

for TFWA World Exhibition delegates at its

offered by the Bay Restaurant, situated within

has embraced new technologies, including

Majestic Restaurant on the beach. Delegates

the Palais des Festivals outside

the improved, interactive website, e-news

must make advance bookings and present their

the Bay Village.

communication and online Exhibition

It is the perfect tool to maximise your time
at TFWA World Exhibition.
The new app is the latest element of TFWA’s

badge to take advantage of this special offer.

Directory, which is new for this year.

Tel: +33 (0) 4 92 98 77 30 or 77 32

Download the app now at: www.TFWA.com
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Sime: “We welcomed 338 delegates last year in Cairo, including landlords and concessionaires from the Middle East,
Africa and India, as well as brand owners from across the world. I anticipate that attendance will exceed that this year.”

'Creating
a Future'
MEDFA President John Sime (vice
president retail services & general
manager, Emirates High Street)
yesterday unveiled details of this
year’s MEDFA Conference, which takes
place in Dubai on 21 and 22 November.
“The theme is ‘Creating a Future’ and
we will be drawing on lessons learned
over the last 10 years since MEDFA
was founded,” he said.

will consider developments in the industry
over the past year, while identifying
challenges and opportunities for the future.
Several of the region’s leading airport
companies and retailers will participate,
including top executives from airports in
Abu Dhabi, Bahrain, Dubai, Jordan, India,
Muscat and Qatar.
‘Driving Innovation’ will be a supplierled session, studying new approaches to
managing categories in the airport retail

The main theme will be the rapid

environment. Participants will include

development of the duty free and travel

Alan Brennan, customer marketing

retail industry in the region with new

manager, Nestlé International Travel

facilities, innovative retailing concepts and

Retail, and Uwe Faber, global category

a spirit of determination driving impressive

manager, P&G Prestige.

growth. “We will also assess recent social

Gunnar Heinemann, co-owner, Gebr.

and political events,” commented Sime. “All

Heinemann, will take part in the opening

in all, it promises to be a blockbuster. We

session in day two, which will address

welcomed 338 delegates last year in Cairo,

human resources management. He

including landlords and concessionaires

will look at some of the challenges

from the Middle East, Africa and India,

involved with staff retention, training

as well as brand owners from across the

and motivation – all key to maintaining

world. I anticipate that attendance will

excellent customer service.

exceed that this year.”

Research will also be a key component

Delegates will hear from a high-level line-

of the programme, with contributions

up of speakers. Gary Chapman, president,

from Peter Mohn, partner, m1nd-set, and

Group Services & DNATA, Emirates

Gary Stansiuleveicuis, managing director,

Group, will analyse the evolution of the

Counter Intelligence Retail.

region’s aviation market and commercial

The ‘Small steps, big rewards: from

opportunities for airlines and airports.

design to digital’ session will see Lewis

In the ‘Understanding the Future’ session,

Allen, director, Portland; Dan Hayter,

Nima Abu-Wardeh will draw on her

Initium Onboard; and Steve O’Connor,

extensive regional experience to assess

AerRianta Middle East/Delhi Duty Free

the recent social and political events and

provide insights into the ways in which

their implications for business in the

stakeholders can innovate and engage

Middle East.

with consumers in order to increase store

Two ‘Business Insider’ panel discussions

penetration and spend.
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Best Airport Retailer of the Year & Best Land-Based Border/Downtown
Retailer of the Year – King Power International Group
Marek Kolasinski, managing editor, Frontier; Natalia Sanz, manager marketing, Kraft Foods World Travel Retail,
which sponsored the award; Ginny Buckley, presenter; Susan Whelan, senior executive vice president and
Aroonroong Raksriaksorn, merchandising, both King Power International Group.

2011 Frontier Awards winners
Best Partnership Initiative of the Year

Duty Free Shop Puerto Iguazú & Bottega Gold Present 'Italian Drops'
– London Supply and Distilleria Bottega

Speciality Concept of the Year

Dublin Airport Authority - The Irish Whiskey Collection

Best Inflight Retailer of the Year
Qatar Airways Inflight Duty Free

Best Marketing Campaign of the Year by a Supplier

The Scene

Estée Lauder Travel Retailing - Clinique Repairwear Laser Focus Wrinkle
& UV Damage Corrector

Best Marketing Campaign of the Year by a Retailer
Nuance-Watson (HK) - Flashy Summer Fun with Toy Story 3 Watch

Star Product of the Year

Puig - Lady Million by Paco Rabanne
The tenth anniversary of The Scene was celebrated in style last night. The private venue on
Riviera Beach is open tonight for a special Closing Night from 22:00 to 02:00.

Best Land-based Border/Downtown Retailer of the Year
King Power International Group

Best Supplier of the Year
Luxottica Travel Retail

Best Airport Operator of the Year
Heathrow Airport

Best Airport Retailer of the Year
King Power International Group

Buyers’ Forum Awards
Gold awarded to:

Honora Industries - Honora Cultured Pearls

Silver awarded to:

L'Oréal Luxe Travel Retail Worldwide - Absolu Voyage Rose Edition

Bronze awarded to:
Travel Blue Laptop Bag

Best Supplier of the Year – Luxottica Travel Retail
Marek Kolasinski, managing editor, Frontier; Colm McLoughlin, executive vice chairman, Dubai Duty Free, which
sponsored the award; Ginny Buckley, presenter; Francis Gros, group travel retail director, Luxottica Trading &
Finance; Bettina Danet, travel retail trade marketing coordinator Europe Near East and Africa, Luxottica; Lieselotte
Joris, travel retail commercial assistant Europe, Near East and Africa, Luxottica and Enrico Destro, European sales
director, Luxottica.
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Emerging Asia

01
Yesterday morning’s Asia Pacific
Workshop focused on ‘Emerging
Asia’, including the significant travel
retail opportunities presented by
investments in aviation infrastructure.

APTRA’s research partner m1nd-set, from

manager, TFWA, looked at some of the

where Peter Mohn highlighted key research

infrastructure projects underway in

findings. This included that one-fifth of

‘Emerging Asia’. “Investments in aviation

the time travellers spend at the airport is

infrastructure in markets such as Indonesia,

dedicated to shopping.

Vietnam and the Philippines, are preparing

01 Peter Mohn, partner, m1nd-set, detailed some
highlights from the APTRA Consumer Research
over the last six months.
02 Sunil Tuli, President, APTRA; Marion Buttler, regional
director Europe, PATA; Mathieu Vanhalst, international sales
manager, TFWA; and Peter Mohn, partner, m1nd-set.

"Aspects making airports attractive are

the way for significant developments in Asia

The workshop was attended by 144 delegates.

variety of duty free shops, followed by

Pacific duty free and travel retail,” he said.

Sunil Tuli, President, APTRA, set the scene,

cafés and restaurants, and also the lounge

Vanhalst also outlined some impressive

discussed growth in travel and tourism in Asia

commenting: “The sleeping dragon has woken

offer," said Mohn. "Almost half of travellers

statistics. By 2030, Asia’s middle class is

Pacific markets. She said that Asia’s rising

and is about to roar. The potential in ‘Emerging

spontaneously go into duty free shops to

expected to grow by an additional 2.5 billion

middle class is “a force to be reckoned with”.

Asia’ is unquestionable.”

see if they can find something they want

people. Meanwhile, Asia Pacific airlines

“Indonesia is an emerging economy that

He explained that APTRA is focusing on

to buy, while one-third of international

reported a combined record net profit of

is beginning to show its real potential. The

building awareness of the Association and

travellers almost never buy in duty free."

US$9.5 billion in 2010 – an impressive

drivers include a well diversified economy,

its advocacy efforts. Earlier this year, APTRA

Offers and promotions are successful,

turnaround on 2009. Combined revenues

extensive tourist operations centred around

launched a Consumer Research programme,

with 28% of those participating in

were 30% higher in 2010 compared with 2009.

Bali, a massive hydrocarbon industry, an

focusing on detailed insights into consumer

the research indicating that they had

According to Generation Research, Asia Pacific

increasingly important manufacturing base,

perceptions, behaviour and expectations

made an unplanned purchase because

duty free and travel retail sales increased

a relatively skilled workforce and a quality

relevant to the travel retail industry in Asia

something was in a promotion.

by 22% in 2010. Looking at specific product

education system,” explained Buttler.

Pacific. A monthly report is compiled by

Mathieu Vanhalst, international sales

categories, in the first half of 2011, double-

The first eight months of this year saw a 4%

digit growth was seen for luxury goods, liquor,

increase in scheduled flights globally – that

and fragrances and cosmetics.

figure was 11% in Asia Pacific, showing that

In August 2010, the ASEAN (Association

airlines are bullish about the region. “Within

of South East Asian Nations) countries

Asia Pacific, the increase in scheduled seat

approved a US$290 billion plan to develop

capacity was 7% in the first eight months of

infrastructure in the region, including 700

2011. Low-cost carriers (LCCs) have expanded

airports. In the Philippines, this includes

significantly,” commented Buttler. “In 2003,

the upgrade of Mactan Cebu International

there were four LCCs in South East Asia. By

Airport, while, in Thailand, there is a US$5.47

June 2011, there were nine LCCs, serving 154

billion plan to expand Suvarnabhumi Airport

destinations. The significance of these carriers

to enable it to handle 103 million passengers

is that they offer alternative options that are

per year by 2024. In Vietnam, a US$6.75

increasingly being picked up by travellers

million investment is planned in a new airport

at a much earlier stage of their social and

at Long Thanh.

economic development.”

"in the first half of 2011, doubledigit growth was seen for luxury
goods, liquor, and fragrances
and cosmetics."

02

Marion Buttler, regional director Europe of
the Pacific Asia Travel Association (PATA),

BMW
courtesy
cars
8 – TFWA DAILY

TFWA would like to thank BMW
for providing courtesy cars
under a special partnership
during this year’s
TFWA World Exhibition.

social programme
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Exhibitor
addendum

Le Premium
Evening
Thursday 22 September, 19:30
Palm Beach

Fashion / Accessories / Luggage

Always a highlight of the week,
this year’s Le Premium Evening

LES ATELIERS DE LA MAILLE – Blue Village D3

will be truly spectacular. The
evening includes a black tie gala
dinner and a private concert by

Contact:................................... Gary Spilet
Tel:.......................................... +33 142 338 583
Email:...................................... gary.spilet@lesateliersdelamaille.com
Address: 42 rue des Jeuneurs, Paris, 75002, France

world-renowned, award-winning
singer-songwriter James Blunt.
It will provide a fitting finale to a
successful week.
Dress code: Black tie
Entrance by invitation only

PIANA CLERICO SINCE 1582 – Yellow Village E42

(part of full delegate status)
Shuttle service available from
all major hotels.

Contact:................................... Gérard Laboisse
Tel:.......................................... +39 015 355 517
Email:...................................... glaboisse@gmail.com
Address: Via Milano 82, Biella, 13900, Italy

Fragrances & Cosmetics

NOUGAT LONDON – Riviera Village RE3

Seats are limited. Please visit
Le Premium Evening desk
before 3pm on Thursday to
book your table.

PARTY TIME

Contact:................................... Philippa Thomas
Tel:.......................................... +44 207 323 2222
Email:...................................... pipt@nougatlondon.co.uk
Address: 5th floor, 19/20 Berners Street, London, W1T 3NW, UK

NUXE – Blue Village F23
Contact:................................... Géraldine Pra
Tel:.......................................... +33 153 530 750
Email:...................................... gpra@nuxe.com
Address: 19 rue Péclet, Paris, 75015, France

Wine & Spirits

FOLLADOR PROSECCO – Blue Village G13
Contact:................................... Naomi Wood
Tel:.......................................... +39 (0)4 381 890 653
Email:...................................... naomi@follador.co.uk
Address: Via Gravette 42, Col San Martino, Treviso, 31010, Italy

MOSES VODKA – Yellow Village E30

Entrance by invitation only
(please note that your exhibition
badge must be presented)

The Scene celebrates
its 10th anniversary
this year. The luxurious
private venue on the
beach is established as
the focal point for late
night socialising.

Closing Night
Thursday 22 September, 22:00-02:00
Riviera Beach

The festivities will reach a crescendo
on Thursday night with a performance
from an international live band – The
White Cats! Don’t miss out – come and

Contact:................................... Nadav David

join in the fun, dance the night away and

Tel:.......................................... +358 505 004 443

celebrate this milestone anniversary. See

Email:...................................... nadav.david@globaldrinksfinland.com

you there!

Address: Puistokatu 3 A 2, Helsinki, 00140, Finland
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All-round
innovation
brings sweet
success

01

Despite its firmly established position in the travel
retail market, the confectionery category continues
to explore original ways in which to encourage
sales, ranging from new packaging concepts
and innovative point-of-sale (POS) displays, to
partnerships with retailers and gift with purchase
(GWP) promotions. Ryan Ghee reports.
The performance of the confectionery
sector last year highlighted its ability
to bounce back from tough trading
conditions and this year has seen
the category continue to build on
the growth experienced throughout
2010. The positivity among travelling
consumers has been matched by the
sector’s relentless dedication to high
quality and innovation.

to bring to life the high impulse factor in

ITR is also focused on developing tailored

category drivers will vary by retail store,”

confectionery in ways that bring fun and

opportunities to offer unique products in

Brennan explained. “However, the Perfect

excitement to consumers throughout

specific locations.

Store initiative has a universal application

their journey, and create higher footfall

“In travel retail we are actively exploring

for any travel retail business, where retailers

and conversion for our retail partners,”

multi-brand shop-in-shop opportunities

want to increase penetration, conversion

explained Jack Tabbers, general manager,

with key partners to play to the dynamics

and basket size, ultimately to increase sales

Mars International Travel Retail (Mars ITR)

of the channel and we’d love to see more

and drive future category growth.”

(Bay Village Bay 9).

of the category approach format we’ve

At this year’s TFWA World Exhibition, the

delivered with the Eraman Store in Kuala

Product presentation

company is presenting the new additions

Lumpur,” said Tabbers.

Ferrero Travel Market (Green Village J35)

to the M&M’s characters, alongside other

This partnership has seen the

– which is displaying the latest innovations

“At Mars we are always looking, and

well-known brands such as Snickers, Orbit

development of an M&Ms concept based

from brands including Kinder, Nutella and

working, towards new and innovative ways

and Wrigleys Extra. However, as well as

on the famous Petronas Towers – a

Ferrero – has also invested in high-visibility

of partnering with our retail customers

innovation in product development, Mars

famous Kuala Lumpur landmark. Mars ITR

POS display units for each of its brands.

is also currently running a special GWP
promotion, where customers receive a free
branded umbrella when they purchase any
two M&M’s pouches.
Such innovation is evident throughout
the category and Nestlé International
Travel Retail (NITR) (Golden Village
GO3) provides another example, with its
Perfect Store concept. As outlined by Alan
Brennan, customer marketing manager,
the building blocks for the concept are:
Increasing Penetration: converting more
travellers into shoppers; Conversion:
convert more shoppers into buyers; and
Increasing the Basket Size: cash till point
optimisation. In order to achieve these
aims, Ease of Shopping; Relevant Gifting;
On the Go Snacking; and Entice, Engage
and Convert have been identified as the
company's key drivers.
“NITR acknowledges that one size doesn’t
fit all, and the importance and role of the

01 Khouzami: “More than product innovations, we will be
featuring our new store design, allowing our customers
to live a new chocolate experience.”
02 Brennan: “The Perfect Store initiative has a
universal application for any travel retail business,
where retailers want to increase penetration,
conversion and basket size, ultimately to increase sales
and drive future category growth.”

02
12 – TFWA DAILY

03 Among the new products being showcased by Lindt is
the Lindor White Tube 400g.

03
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04
“Presentation is key to success,” explained

on creating shelf-appeal for its portfolio of

Giannicola Losacco, general manager,

products. To support its expansion in the

Ferrero Travel Market. “All products

travel retail channel, Neuhaus is rolling

offered by Ferrero brands are designed to

out its boutique and shop-in-shop concepts

be high quality and very eye-catching to

in major international airports and other

attract the consumers.”

travel retail locations.

In 2010, Ferrero enjoyed a great year in

“The results to date have been exceptional,

travel retail, achieving a +30% increase in

not just in terms of the sales, but also

sales. According to Losacco, this positive

in terms of the positive reaction from

trend is continuing in 2011. “All regions have

the consumer,” said Gerry Murray, head

performed well, but especially Europe and

of travel retail. “Today, the consumer is

the Americas,” he added.

expecting more than an assortment of

As outlined by Steven Candries, export &

boxed chocolates on the shelf; he or she

travel retail director, Guylian (Mediterranean

wants to be surprised and entertained

Village P13), in the premium section of

and to learn more about the brands

the category, ensuring the product has

and products available. We exceed this

a certain shelf-appeal is perhaps even

expectation with our retail concept and the

more important. “The packaging concept

consumer is responding through exceeding

and look is crucial if the product is to

our sales targets.”

be successful,” he said. However, while

Having experienced a “great first half” of

accepting the importance of an innovative
approach, Candries explained that it is
“very difficult to invent the wheel over and
over”, so Guylian also values the traditional
approach: “Get the product on the shelf
and make the right promotions” depending
on the outlet and the country in question.
Among the latest products being introduced
in Cannes ahead of a widespread launch
into travel retail are the Seahorses 185g
Luxe box and the Luxury Assortment.
Another of the premium confectionery
companies, Neuhaus (Yellow Village
AA11), is also placing a heavy emphasis

04 In 2010, Ferrero enjoyed a great year in travel retail,
achieving a +30% increase in sales, and this positive
trend is continuing in 2011.
05 Goldkenn is presenting 10 new novelties, including
three limited edition products to celebrate the 30th
anniversary of the famous Goldbar.
06 Butlers Chocolates has developed a range of new
deluxe gifting packs for traditional gift-giving occasions,
such as Christmas, Eid, Ramadan and Chinese New
Year, which will be presented alongside the popular
Premium Collection.
07 Hediard is deploying the new ‘Hediard concept’, which
focuses on packaging and shelf appeal to express the
visual identity of the brand.

07
14 – TFWA DAILY
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05

06

2011, a number of new products are being

explained that “bright, fun, and added value”

in Cannes is Goldkenn (Riviera Village

in the purchase, such as emotions and

unveiled to further drive sales, including

are three key attributes for Chupa Chups,

RC7), with no fewer than 10 new novelties

feeling, but also it’s about exposure, the

the Neuhaus dessert collection and the

which help to promote the products to both

being showcased. Among them are three

promotional message and, of course, the

new Ballotin.

child and adult consumers.

limited edition products to celebrate the

design of the product.”

He added: “2011 looks like being a record

30th anniversary of the famous Goldbar,

For Godiva Chocolatier (Yellow Village F33),

Increasing visibility

year for PVM in travel retail. Europe is

as well as a redesign of the Chocolate

the entire experience is of vital importance

Perfetti Van Melle Global Travel Retail (PVM

currently the core sales region in travel

Club Collection.

in the travel retail channel, as explained

GTR) (Blue Village G27) is also exhibiting a

retail for PVM brands Chupa Chups and

“By developing a limited edition of our

by Antoine Khouzami, vice president

range of brands in Cannes, including Mentos

Mentos, but we are seeing tremendous

Goldbar, an exclusivity has been created,”

global travel retail and EMEA wholesale.

and Chupa Chups, and in terms of driving

growth elsewhere, particularly Asia Pacific

said Jessica Guzzo, Goldkenn marketing

“More than product innovations, we will be

sales, “the accent continues to be on high

and the Middle East, while the Americas also

manager. “Consumers are eager to

featuring our new store design, allowing

visibility and merchandising”.

offers massive potential.”

buy unique products that are specific

our customers to live a new chocolate

PVM global travel retail director Mark Laros

Also presenting a raft of new products

to duty free. Various factors play a role

experience,” he said. “The new design is a

TFWA DAILY – 15
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combination of the modern interpretation
of the brand, European luxury and the
rich Belgian heritage of Godiva. For
Godiva, it is the whole ‘experience’ that
is important. We aim for boutiques,
shop-in-shops, and branded corners,
which enables Godiva to present a total
shopping experience rather than just
having individual products on-shelf.”
Like a number of its confectionery
counterparts, Godiva has experienced solid
sales in 2011 and “we expect the rest of the
year to grow at a higher pace”.
Butlers Chocolates (Green Village L73) has
also enjoyed a strong year-to-date, making
significant ground in the Middle East and
Asia. A range of new deluxe gifting packs
for traditional gift-giving occasions such
as Christmas, Eid, Ramadan and Chinese
New Year are being showcased at this year’s
TFWA World Exhibition, highlighting the
brand’s global appeal.
“The concept of packaging in travel
retail is very important, as often that is a
customer’s first contact with our brand,”

08

said Aisling Walsh, marketing director.
“Therefore, it is important that our

novelties, origin and always focus on the

packaging conveys our brand mandatories

duty free exclusive offer.”

– indulgent, special and luxurious. Our

As Hediard (Red Village M29) returns to

packaging has also been designed to

exhibit in Cannes, the company is deploying

appeal to the needs of international gift

the new ‘Hediard concept’, which focuses on

shoppers, including those who might not

packaging and shelf appeal to express the

already be familiar with Butlers.”

visual identity of the brand. The development

Fauchon (Riviera Village RD7) is also

of gift sets – which are being exhibited – is

presenting its luxury confectionery goods,

designed to appeal to impulse buyers, who

including the new nine and 15-piece
assortment box, as well as the Fauchon
Macaroons offer. For the latter, innovative
display concepts have been developed this
year, with an implementation completed at
Hong Kong International Airport in July.
Faozia Math-Ly-Roun, Fauchon
international travel retail manager,
explained: “We are continuously working
in partnership with our duty free operators
to create a unique branded shopping
experience. Our products are always
displayed in personalised furniture with
attractive and strong merchandising. We
inform the customer with the POP (Point of
Purchase) material, information about the

11
16 – TFWA DAILY

08 Laros explained that “2011 looks like being a record
year for PVM in travel retail”, thanks in part to significant
growth in Asia Pacific and the Middle East.
09 According to Guylian’s Candries, “The packaging
concept and look is crucial if the product is to
be successful.”
10 The dessert collection is among the latest premium
products that are being presented by Neuhaus at this
year’s TFWA World Exhibition.
11 Tabbers: “At Mars we are always looking, and
working, towards new and innovative ways of partnering
with our retail customers to bring to life the high
impulse factor in confectionery.”
12 Math-Ly-Roun: "We are continuously working in
partnership with our duty free operators to create a
unique branded shopping experience."

12

confectionery
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09

10

have been identified as key to future growth.

Optimistic outlook

challenges presented by the outside world

we finalise our three-year plan we expect

Lindt’s (Marine Village R7) latest products,

As the confectionery sector continues to

before, so I believe we have many reasons to

to dramatically increase the size of our

including the Lindor Relaunch and the

invest in innovative approaches to drive sales

be optimistic, particularly if airports, retailers

business. The travel industry and category

Lindor White Tube 400g, are being exhibited

in travel retail, the outlook for 2011 and

and suppliers join forces to share data and try

forecasts are positive.”

at TFWA World Exhibition. A relaunch of the

beyond is justifiably positive. “In 2011 there

new retail approaches to win the consumer,”

Ferrero Travel Market’s Losacco concluded:

Truffle Ballotin is also being presented, and

are challenges in some regions, particularly

said Mars ITR’s Tabbers.

“Confectionery is a category that suits

the exclusive, attractive packaging has been

around inflation, currency and commodity

This sentiment was echoed by Neuhaus’

everyone – young and old, men and women,

designed to convey the premium character

prices that we can’t influence, but this

Murray, who said: “The outlook is very

every race, creed and culture – so the future

of the Lindt brand.

industry has regularly overcome many bigger

positive for the remainder of 2011, and as

is very positive.”
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BUYERs arrive

APTRA
ENHANCES
MEMBER
SERVICES
The Asia Pacific Travel Retail Association
(APTRA) recently conducted a survey of
members which revealed that research into
consumer behaviour and customer service
training were among the key services in
which they were interested, along with
advocacy on issues of critical importance
to the region.
At a meeting of the APTRA Board on

Sunil Tuli, APTRA President: “We are very excited by
the new opportunities which are opening up to develop
training and research initiatives for members.”

Tuesday, the development of the APTRA

Carolina Taratuty, sales & marketing regional manager,
DFASS Group, and Hugo Villarreal, sales & marketing
vice president, DFASS Group.

Fraser Dunlop, global head of food, Aldeasa-WDF.

Consumer Research programme was

sector, in partnership with other industry

discussed. Some major stakeholders,

associations, retailers and suppliers such

including Estée Lauder and King Power

as Pernod Ricard, Diageo, Bacardi and

Group, have agreed to sponsor key reports

Rémy Cointreau. The code is a pre-emptive

in the next phase of the research. APTRA

measure, demonstrating that the travel

is also investigating the possibility of

retail industry takes a responsible and well-

coordinating customer service training

regulated approach to the sale of alcohol.

programmes on behalf of members.

Sunil Tuli, APTRA President, said: “We are very

APTRA continues to work closely with ETRC

excited by the new opportunities which are

and the other industry associations on the

opening up to develop training and research

perceived and potential threats to the duty

initiatives for members. There is massive

free and travel retail sales of tobacco and

growth potential in the Asia Pacific region,

alcohol products.

but if we do not address issues such as staff

APTRA is actively engaged in developing

training now we will not be ready to profit fully

a code of conduct for the wine and spirits

from the increase in passenger numbers.”

QATAR DUTY FREE
POSTS +22%
GROWTH IN SALES

18 – TFWA DAILY

Qatar Duty Free, a subsidiary of Qatar

brand partners and suppliers for believing in

Airways, has announced a +22% increase in

us and supporting us through this journey.

sales in the first half of this year compared

Getting this growth rate consistently for the

with the same period last year. The airline

next six months will be our objective,” said

has been experiencing significant growth

Keith Hunter, senior vice president, Qatar

across all its categories over the last six

Duty Free.

months due to the increase in passenger

The duty free operator has been operating

numbers at Doha International Airport.

out of the new arrivals terminal at Doha

Another key factor is the successful

International Airport since December

promotional area on the first floor of

last year and is currently addressing the

the airport, as well as attractive and

passenger flow from the newly created

exciting product offers, and an innovative,

Terminal B (for non Qatar Airways flights).

comprehensive product assortment.

“We are in the advanced stages of

“We are delighted with this growth pattern,

implementing our plans to expand

something that we are getting quite used

and reallocate some categories in our

to by now. Over the last six months we have

departures area, which experiences massive

worked very hard to meticulously plan this

passenger numbers. In less than two

growth and make sure that our customers

months, we hope to have an extended area

get value for money and enjoy the shopping

for all mid-range watches and a dedicated

experience. Credit is also due to all our

area for premium watches,” said Hunter.

exhibition news
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Multi-brand strategy
Tateossian has a number of new and exciting

onboard Silk Air,” said Susan Grande, sales

openings to announce, including a 1,000sqm

& marketing manager. “We are always

flagship store in Yerevan in Armenia, and the

looking to position ourselves in airports with

brand is also making important inroads in

our multi-brand stores, so we are hoping

the travel retail business.

that this will also happen soon for us.”

“We also have a new listing for our carbon
fibre watches on ANA, as well as another

Mavala
nails it

Riviera Village RF10

avoid touching their skin with the wand,
and it comes in a waterproof and nonwaterproof version.”
Mavive is growing steadily in travel retail by
winning new partnerships in Scandinavia,
Florence and Switzerland. However,
feedback from buyers is that its core product

Did you know that nails and eyelashes share

lines, such as nail polishes, aren’t expensive

the same properties? Mavala is utilising this

enough, so the company has created packs

information to build on its core product line

and pouches to offer something of higher

of nail care to launch the Eye-Lite Mascara.

value.

“The formulation has been especially

“We launch two colour collections a year and

wait until the time was right and we could

developed to last for longer and it also has

this season’s kits contain six autumn/winter

have the support of all those involved to

a fluid texture which lengthens the lashes,”

shades and we are also now making lipsticks

said Mavala’s Doris Maute Bobillier. “It

to match, in a separate kit,” said Bobillier.

has a curved brush, which the company
originally created in 1979, so that users can

Riviera Village RG16

Sales up 27%

Ungaro’s
fragrance
comeback

side of the business.”
The scent is sophisticated and very French
with floral and woody notes, which makes it
ideal for fashionable young women.
A new Signorina EDP by Salvatore Ferragamo

fragrance from Emanuel Ungaro, which is

is also being unveiled on the stand. Fresh and

being presented by Salvatore Ferragamo

feminine, but with a strong personality, the

here at the show. “It is the first fragrance

scent is a floriental fruity and the bottle is

launch in the Emanuel Ungaro brand

decorated with an iconic Vara bow.

Crystalline Pen, which is the first Swarovski

since the 1970s,” said Eva-Maria Heinen,

were up 27% at the end of August. “This has

product to achieve a million sales in the

international PR manager. “We needed to

been a positive surprise for us,” admitted

space of a year.

Peter Zottl, vice president travel retail. “The

“Another project which we expect to be

summer season in Europe has been beyond

very successful – especially in Asia – is our

expectations, especially in Spain, Greece,

partnership with Hello Kitty, which includes

Italy and Croatia.”

jewellery, crystal items and accessories,”

An increase in passenger numbers is

said Zottl. “As our new corporate mission

thought to have greatly contributed to this.

statement says: Swarovski adds sparkle to

However, Swarovski is reaching out with its

peoples' everyday lives.”

points. One of the biggest hits has been the

new EDP is a great boost for the fragrance

L’Amour Fou is the eagerly anticipated new

Latest figures show that Swarovski’s sales

broad assortment and attractive entry price

make this license a success, and we feel this

Riviera Village RC13

Blue Village C11

EXHIBITORS URGED
TO HELP CARITAS
Suppliers of fragrances, cosmetics,

The bags will be collected from stands on

confectionery and other gifts are invited to

Friday morning.

support the Caritas Secours Catholique charity.

TFWA would like to thank all those who

During the show today, members of the

participate in this scheme for their generosity.

Caritas team will distribute special bags
marked with their logo to all companies
who would like to donate products to benefit
disadvantaged people.
TFWA DAILY – 19
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Good return for
Goldkenn
The Goldkenn stand has attracted a high

but it’s been worth it because our clients love

volume of visitors at this year’s show, thanks

the new lines.”

largely to the introduction of no fewer than 11

Although a strong Swiss franc has made trading

new products.

in Europe more difficult for the sector this year,

Among them are three limited editions of the

Guzzo explained that Goldkenn has still enjoyed

famous Goldbar, which is this year celebrating

success in the region and there is also a strong

its 30th anniversary, while two versions of

emphasis now on developing in Asia.

the new Swiss Kiss product are also being

“We would definitely like to work more in

presented alongside the Chocolate Club range.

Asia. It’s a huge market and we’ve had a

“For us this year has been a good year,” said

good reaction to our products, especially the

Jessica Guzzo, marketing manager, Goldkenn.

Chocolate Club range. We also have high

“We felt that we needed to have this evolution

hopes for Brazil and South America because

and to be more aggressive in this channel.

there is lots of potential there,” she said.

We’ve had to put a lot of hard work into it to be
able to present 11 new products at the show

Riviera Village RC7

KT&G
targets
Europe
Already well established in Asian markets,

Perfect
debut

KT&G is continuing to build awareness of
its products in Europe ahead of eventually

“We are currently exploring a lot of

introducing its flagship brand – ESSE – on

opportunities in Europe and hopefully it will

a widespread basis.

start to happen for us late next year.”

In duty free and travel retail, the tobacco

The company already has a strong presence

company’s biggest market is currently

in Russia and the CIS, and Song explained

China, while South East Asia is also very

that the aim is now to spread this presence

Innovative
vodka

strong, especially in the Philippines,

“to other neighbouring countries”.

Codello Lifestyle Accessories is enjoying a

Taiwan, Malaysia and Singapore.

On its sixth appearance at TFWA World

The latest addition to the SPI Group vodka

successful first appearance in Cannes and

“Our target is now Europe, both the local

Exhibition, KT&G is presenting some of the

portfolio – Stolichnaya’s Stoli Chocolate

the company’s range of scarves for men

markets and duty free, and the Americas.

latest additions to its portfolio, including

Raspberry Flavoured Premium Vodka – has

and women has been a real eye-catcher for

This will be our focus for the next year,”

the new Raison brand.

been the centre of attention on the company’s

operators and buyers.

explained Kelly Song, assistant manager,

“We’ve had incredibly good feedback and

Overseas Brand Dept., Global HQ.

Marine Village S14

stand so far this week.
TFWA World Exhibition marks the launch of the

we’ve had interest from people from all over

product into the worldwide travel retail market

the place who are interested in our product

and Jean-Philippe Aucher, global duty free and

for inflight, duty free, ferries and other

travel retail director, said that “it has received

Continuous growth

really positive comments from all the partners

and since then the response to the offering

As Ferrero Travel Market continues to grow

Giannicola Losacco, head of Ferrero Travel

a number of initiatives to drive interest

has been entirely positive. “For them it was

at a considerable pace, a number of new

Market. In Europe, Ferrero’s travel retail

in the innovative product, including an

quite a new product but we have all been

products and point of purchase concepts

sales increased by +23%, while the company

extensive promotional campaign and

very pleased with how it has performed.

have been well received here in Cannes.

experienced impressive increases in Asia

tastings in major airports.

Our product is perfect for travel retail

“In the year up until June, the confectionery

Pacific and America, the latter of which saw

Also being presented in Cannes is the

and this distribution channel, alongside

sector grew by +13% year-on-year and

an increase of +82%.

new packaging design and gift tube for

e-commerce, has been the source of the

Ferrero Travel Market increased by +24%, so

“We’re obviously feeling really positive and

Stolichnaya Gold.

strongest growth in our distribution,”

we have had another very good year,” said

channels,” said Codello’s Michael Schnabl.
The high quality scarves were initially listed
by Heinemann and Nuance 18 months ago

we’ve had the chance to meet”.
Throughout 2012, SPI Group will undertake

we’re really pleased with our performance

“In this category, travel retail is about three

Schnabl explained.

in travel retail,” Losacco said. “This shows

things: premiumisation, gifting and originality,

While the company aims to “keep growing

that there’s still space for confectionery as

and our products satisfy all three of these,”

steadily”, travel retail has been identified as

a category to grow and there is definitely an

Aucher continued.

an ideal market to test the product’s appeal

interesting future for this market.”

This year, the company has achieved listings

in new regions as Codello aims to expand

The company is highlighting a range of new

with Dufry Brazil, as well as World Duty Free

on a global basis.

products at this year’s show, including the

in Europe, while Heinemann is currently the

“Our target is to enter these new markets

Kinder Mix, a redesign of the Kinder Friends

biggest customer in travel retail.

through travel retail and then maybe

pouch, and the new Choco Box novelties.

“Our first aim was to build distribution of

explore the wholesale opportunities,”

In addition, Ferrero Travel Market has also

Stolichnaya in duty free, before consolidating

Schnabl continued. “Travel retail is a great

invested in new furniture for the Kinder and

and focusing on line extension,” Aucher said.

way to test the market and spread our

TicTac products as it seeks to further drive

“This year has been very good and 2012 is

brand awareness.”

growth over the next 12 months.

looking really promising as well.”

Marine Village R3

Green Village J35

Green Village J67
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Beauty Contact Inc.

sales@beautycontact.com
w w w. b e a u t y c o n t a c t . c o m

Sustainable gifting
Travel Retail Experts’ new WWF ‘Plush

said Lutz Natonek, managing director,

Toy’ collection features a variety of wildlife

Travel Retail Experts.

themed children’s cuddly toys. The

The company feels continued innovation

company is also showcasing the mic-o-

is needed to succeed in the children’s toy

mic line of planes, cars and trains, and a

markets, as well as optimising opportunities

Disney and Barbie ‘Travel Retail Exclusive’

through participation at TFWA World

series featuring jewellery, lip gloss and

Exhibition. “It’s our third time at TFWA World

miniature fragrances.

Exhibition, but it’s not enough to visit once –

“Producing products that appeal to

travel retail is about continuity,” said Natonek.

customers and making them better looking
than current domestic variants is key due
to price comparisons across the markets,”

Red Village M27

Other lines include the ICE ‘Army Collection’

Ice
blast

featuring chronographs, plus the ICE
‘Chrono Matt’ collection in four colours,
including blue and orange.
Ice-Watch has a strong emphasis on the
travel retail market.
Working with core ranges such as the

Ice-Watch is showcasing a bold new

‘Forever’ lines continues to be important for

collection that epitomises a youthful style,

Ice-Watch.

according to Robert Kejzman, international

“We want to work with the basic items for

director, Ice-Watch.

cruises and duty free – it’s in our DNA and

“The watches work as something fun and

we want to at least have our own shops

something crazy. Starting in France and

in duty free as a minimum for the future,”

Spain, they’ve enjoyed great success and

commented Kejzman.

we’re getting orders from all over the world,”
he said.

Red Village L21
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NEVER TOO
GENEROUS
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2011 has to-date been a very good year for
Anthon Berg and Toms Group. Growth rates

experienced in 2009/10,” said Peter Dige,

Swiss
adventure

above 10% have lived up to our expectations
that the travel retail market would grow
in relation to the general slowdown
travel retail sales director.

Wenger is providing customers with new

Anthon Berg came to Cannes this year with

The SWEET MOMENTS chocolates and

multifunctional travel accessories. “We’ve

a clear message – celebrate generosity

pralines range was launched in spring this

and the spirit of giving. The brand has

year in four varieties – mini marzipan bars,

changed its signature colour to pink, so all

mini chocolate discs, caramels, and nougat

new packaging, display and merchandising

pralines, wrapped individually in cylindrical

material stands out in airports, in press

gift packs. The new Minibar ‘DeLuxe’ box

advertising, trade packs and in the travel

has had a makeover in black ‘metalised’

retail environment. It heralds a new

packaging with an embossed pattern,

communication strategy for the brand.

holding 20 chocolate liqueurs visible through

CL World Brands is introducing the new

‘Pietra’ knife sharpener using a stone pendant,

“We look forward to rolling out our new

a bottle-shaped window. Four new liqueur

Davidoff Cognac XO, which has an elegant

‘Whug’ whistle allowing distressed explorers

brand universe. With generosity being

flavours – The Famous Grouse, Jim Beam,

bottle design. “Davidoff Cognac XO is a way

to signal for help and a new ergonomically

such an intrinsic part of the Anthon Berg

Sobieski and Canadian Club have been

of life,” said Jacques Ielli, managing director,

designed ‘Evolution’ knife design. The new

brand, and with the ‘Generosity Generation’

added to this premium gifting range.

CL World Brands. “The new bottle is not a

‘Squadron’ line of watches is dedicated to the

traditional Cognac bottle. It’s like a jewel.”

brave rescue teams who work tirelessly to aid

Other varieties include the ‘VSOP’ and

stranded adventurers in the great outdoors.

growing constantly, we believe this brand
universe will be with us for years to come.

Blue Village B7

Cognac
jewels

widened our spectrum of products for duty
free and this year we have launched eyewear,
lighters and multi-functional jewellery
reflecting reliability, affordability and the
‘Swiss-ness’ of Wenger,” said Paris C. Brown,
head of international sales.
Offerings include ‘Hype X’ jewellery such as the

‘Triomphe’ lines. ‘Triomphe’ creates
an exceptional taste experience for the

Bay Village Bay 15B

customer, complete with a display case
for retailers and a handy booklet for
the customer.
“It’s valued at the right price, combining
tradition, history and modernity,” explained
Ielli. The product is targeted at the premium
end of the market.
Duty free is important on an image and
brand awareness level, according to Ielli.
“We place big importance on the choice of
distributors,” he said.

Marine Village S7

Flying high

Sea & Sky Supply is enjoying continued

vice president export, Villiger.

success with its ‘Cloudz Travel Comfort’

Performance across the Middle East and Far

products. Children’s pillows, pashminas and
socks make up part of its recipe for success.
Gerrit van Til, managing director, Sea & Sky
Supply, believes that the ‘Giddy up’ selection
of sunglasses, goggles and colouring pens,

Filling a gap in the travel retail market with

and the range of electronic accessory add-

premium cigars is the name of the game for

ons such as iPad cases and earphones can

Villiger. Receiving great feedback worldwide

appeal to all travellers.

on its compact ‘Mini’ range, available in

“Our Cloudz Travel Comfort products are for

Espresso, Vanilla and Sumatra varieties,

ease of use in the sky and the basic range

Villiger is aiming to enhance its brand

is important in increasing our margins,”

awareness at the show this year.

commented van Til. “We have seen good

The 1888 range ‘Torpedo’ and ‘Corona’

results so far with a lot of customers

feature alongside ‘Short Robusto’ variants,

starting out with Travel Comfort, and our

but the exclusive ‘mini’ display stands for

sales margins are improving. We’re working

the range act as an important addition to the

on our brand recognition for duty free.”

‘mini’ portfolio for operators.

Blue Village G31

Jack
Daniel's
Birthday
A Jack Daniel’s Birthday Bash was held at the

Les Paul Gibson guitar signed by American
country-rock music star Zac Brown. The
winner was Pascal Schermesser, associate
director, Data Research Publications.
Other activities on the Brown-Forman stand
include the roll-out of Finlandia Platinum
– the brand’s long-awaited entry into the
luxury category.

Green Village M70

Brown-Forman stand yesterday afternoon.
Guests had the chance to sample the new
and very popular Jack Daniel’s Tennessee
Honey, and there was a prize draw to win a
22 – TFWA DAILY

Identifying
growth

Brown-Forman Travel Retail’s Tim Young, marketing
director and Hannah Lyons, trade marketing manager
Western Europe & Africa, cut the cake to celebrate Jack
Daniel’s birthday.

“The quality of the stand must stand out and
add value,” commented Gert Kamphuis, senior

East, particularly in Dubai and Singapore, has
also been fantastic. Double-digit growth is also
being seen in locations such as Kuala Lumpur.

Mediterranean
Village N7

exhibition news
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Men's
skincare

Rolling
progress

Besides the launch of its second men’s
fragrance ‘Absoluta’, Collistar is also
introducing the new men’s ‘Anti-Wrinkle
Serum’, a cosmetic filler in a 50ml tube
for perfect application. “We at Collistar
strongly believe that men’s skincare is

Gryson is aiming to further enhance its

changing. Men know what they need,

presence in travel retail. Louis Delbecque,

and they request it,” explains Marilisa

export manager, Gryson, said: “It’s about trying

Galimberti, international advertising and

to get a foothold in travel retail. Our domestic

PR coordinator.

markets are important, but this sector gives

With the new Domingo ‘Natural’ range, the

For women, Collistar is launching a

us visibility and we’re aiming to build up good

company is continuing to use 100% organic

“magical product”, a cleansing make-up

logistical relationships.”

tobacco. “It takes time to establish brand

remover, which “looks like water, but

Domingo Original and Domingo Virginia are

loyalty, as well as packaging and improved

removes make-up perfectly and even

Gryson’s flagship products, and effort is being

sales, but there seems to be a segment of the

moisturises the skin”. Keen on increasing

poured into increasing the visibility of aromatic

European market that is receptive to the idea of

its brand awareness in Europe, Collistar

double vanilla lines into Malaysia, Singapore,

naturally sourced tobacco,” said Delbecque.

opened a new subsidiary in the Netherlands

Thailand and the Philippines.

The company is looking to attract buyer interest

this year. Additionally, new stores are to

“Rolling tobacco sales can improve when

from continental Europe and solidify links with

open in Venezuela and Uruguay and, in

cigarette prices increase, but it’s important to

Middle East operators.

2012, products will be introduced to China.

Marine Village S6

Green Village K36

build up brand loyalty, even when prices drop by
30-40%,” explained Delbecque.

Bensimon – simple luxury
The producer of the iconic shoes ‘La

accessories, fragrances, music and art.

the European market, but is keen to expand

Tennis Bensimon’ stands for the timeless

Bensimon has created a set of seven

in the Americas and Asia. New stores are

and simple French ‘art of life’ throughout

high-quality travel bags in various

to be opened in South Korea at the end of

its collection. Practical and luxurious, the

colours for shoes, first aid, underwear

2011 and in China in 2012. New customers

product range appeals to children and

and accessories, especially for the travel

include Singapore Airlines.

adults alike, who are looking for colourful

retail market.

casual chic in clothes, shoes, travel

Presently, Bensimon is operating mainly in

Green Village K62
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Guylian –
seahorses
with a
smile
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its original ‘Truffles’ pralines in yellow retrostyle packaging this December.
Guylian also holds the exclusive rights for
the new ‘The Letter Box’ gift boxes, made for
different occasions and filled with original
chocolate hearts and seahorses. It is provided
in unique packaging: the box is foldable to be
sent by mail or given as a gift and provides
space for personalised messages.
Guylian has seen an impressive average

Guylian is introducing a new gift box for its

growth of 30% this year, with some markets

popular Seahorses. It is also introducing the

more than doubling. Key markets include

exclusive travel retail praline assortment

Argentina, Chile, Germany, Lebanon, the

‘Luxury’. The ‘La Perlina’ pralines with

Netherlands, the Philippines, South Korea,

truffle filling are also to be found in shops

Thailand and Turkey.

soon. Introduced last year in Shanghai, they
were especially developed for the Asian
market. Additionally, Guylian is relaunching

Mediterranean
Village P13
The 4711 line also includes a series

Eau de
Cologne
revived

for wellbeing and aromatherapy – the
‘Acqua Colonia’. It is available in different
fragrances – most notably lavender and
thyme, which proves very popular in
South America.
2012 also sees the launch of the first
sporty Streisand men’s fragrance
‘Loaded’, a perfume developed for the

Mäurer & Wirtz is showcasing the ‘4711

Swiss fashion brand.

Nouveau Cologne’ which, appropriately,

Positive feedback and high demand from

was launched on 4/7/11. Packaged in the

airlines has typified the week for Mäurer

legendary Molanus bottle, the fragrance

& Wirtz, which is hoping to expand its

is a blend of fruits and warm sandalwood,

presence in South America and Asia.

combined with the unique touch of the
evodia plant.

Green Village K50

Quality
chocolates

M&M's
everywhere

Keen on expanding its business in the travel

Mars is expanding its entire product range.

retail market, Leonidas sees its strength

This week, it has relaunched its popular

particularly in its 100% fresh and high-

M&M’s products, introducing redeveloped

quality loose chocolates. “Some shops

gift sets, exclusive travel retail dispensers,

already operate this concept successfully.

and new funny characters. Mars has also

There is a trend towards loose chocolate

launched healthier Balisto corn and muesli

counters”, explained Filip Van der Vyver,

pouches, travel retail exclusive redesigned

international sales director, Leonidas.

Five newly-designed gift boxes with assorted

currently Leonidas’ main markets, with the main

Celebrations packaging and mini bags of

Besides the typical 500g Belgian ballotins,

pralines have also been developed, available

focus for expansion on Europe and Asia.

individual Mars, Bounty, Twix and Snickers.

popular Leonidas chocolate is also now

exclusively in travel retail.

available in attractive Mickey Mouse boxes.

Belgium, France and the Netherlands are

Blue Village D24

Although already present worldwide, Mars is
keen to unlock the key markets of China and
India, with special collections for the Chinese
New Year. Mars also aims to reinforce its
presence in the cruise ship market and is
expanding its inflight sales in Asia.
Several tailor-made display solutions have

'Russian
Trio'

been developed for cash till sales points in
order to increase impulse purchases. Dufry
Sharjah has already installed 28 in its stores.

Bay Village Bay 9

New exhibitor Buckley Jewellery has had
an “amazing week”, according to designer
Adrian Buckley. The new inflight range
with its highlight, the award-winning
‘Russian Trio’ collection, has proved to be
very popular. 2012 will see the launch of
its new sterling silver ‘Bouton’ collection,

Very popular worldwide, the inflight orders

present onboard cruise ships and at over

featuring premium quality products

have grown rapidly from two airlines in

50 airports.

in silver and platinum decorated

the beginning of 2010 to over 40 in August

with diamonds.

2011. Likewise, Buckley Jewellery is

24 – TFWA DAILY
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New listings for Furla

Understanding
the consumer

Furla is enjoying a phenomenal week so far and

brand,” said Gerry Munday, head of travel retail.

the company has already received confirmation

The premium brand is famous for its high-

of 27 new listings.

quality, functional and iconic bags, but its

“I’ve been in travel retail for 25 years and this

offer also includes popular ranges of small

The British American Tobacco (BAT) bay has

identified eight different types of travel retail

has to be my most successful show ever and

leather accessories, watches, jewellery,

been busy since the start of this year’s TFWA

consumer, including timesavers, gifters,

this is completely down to the quality of the

scarves and hats.

World Exhibition and guests are continuing to

bargain-hunters and bored browsers.

Among the most popular collections is the

visit the company to explore the latest product

Candy Collection and a number of bags have

developments, as well as the findings of a

been further developed to be included in the

significant piece of industry research.

Spring/Summer 2012 collection to cater for

BAT’s theme for 2011 is Partnership – Proud

increasing demand. The range has also been

to be Partners. “This has been developed with

expanded to include not just bags, but also a

input from the account manager community and

range of shoes and sandals.

because of that, we have an exciting and relevant

“The Candy Collection has been so successful

exhibition to show our customers,” explained

that when it was introduced, people were

Michael Bech-Jansen, marketing director.

placed on a waiting list for the products, as

The exhibition includes sections on Shopper

orders were so high!” Munday explained.

Insights, 1-2-1 Engagement and a Brand &

Bay Village Bay 5B

Increasing
presence

Bay Village Bay Terrace

Product Showcase.
A comprehensive piece of research has

Malt Scotch Whisky, alongside a range of other

Scotch whisky, has proved to be particularly

popular products such as Balblair 2000.

popular in the Middle East and Bateman

The growing portfolio of products has enjoyed

explained that it will soon be available in

great success of late and James Bateman,

Qatar Duty Free.

global travel retail manager, explained that

“We’ve been doing well in these areas but we

so far in 2011, British airports and ferries,

still realise that there are parts of the world that

Baltic ferries, Turkey’s duty free market and

we’re not represented in at the moment. We’re

International Beverage is presenting a range

the Gulf airports have been key sources of

very keen to expand our presence,” he added.

of its latest innovations this week in Cannes,

significant growth.

including a new design for Old Pulteney Single

Hankey Bannister, the 12-year-old blended

Marine Village S2
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Tobacco
innovation

40% growth. The brand is booming and while

Brand
Boom

JT International’s (JTI) retail partners have

The interest in ballet-style clothing and

been presented with some brand new tobacco

accessories as a result of the film Black

innovations in Cannes. “This year has been

Swan is helping to put Repetto under the

really special so far because we’ve had a

a capsule in the filter, which can be crushed

spotlight, with its dance-inspired range of

great opportunity to develop the relationships

to add a menthol taste to the cigarette – is

shoes. However, it has taken hard work

with our customers and have some in-depth

also being showcased. In addition, the new

and careful planning to get the brand to the

conversations that usually we wouldn’t be able

Sobranie Super Slims, which boasts a concept

strong position it holds today.

to have face-to-face,” said Santiago Llairo,

called 'Less Smell Smoke', are also being

“The CEO of Repetto is an entrepreneur

director, corporate affairs & communication,

shown for the first time.

who bought the company 12 years ago when

worldwide duty free, JTI.

Llairo added: “Our constant innovation and the

it was in bad shape,” said Jean-Michel

New additions to the Camel brand are being

extension of our portfolio allow us to become

Bostroem who is in charge of travel retail.

presented, including the new White and Black

closer to the consumer and our retail partners

“He had a vision for the brand and step by

lines. “The minimalist design of the product

have made it clear that they are very pleased.”

step he has built it up and we have achieved

is targeted at young adult consumers,” Llairo
said. The new Camel Activate – which features

Marine Village T1

Family
Values
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we already have some good clients in travel
retail, such as Aelia and Nuance, we expect
Japan to be a focus for us in the near future.”

Bay Village Bay 15A

25% growth each year for the past five years.
This year we expect to achieve a further

customers all around the world.

health, success and good luck. Another

“Buyers are looking for products that

favourite is the Calabash shaped stone, which

will appeal to Chinese travellers,” said

encourages money to come in and stops it

Diana Yang, brand & marketing division

from going out. The rotating lock brings good

assistant manager, Sun Jewelry. “In

luck in and rolls the bad luck out.

China, jade is well known for bringing

The company has over 100 listings

Leading jade jewellery supplier, Sun

success, good fortune and wealth, so our

on airlines and, during the show is

Jewelry, is taking a more global, rather

jewellery is very appealing to customers

approaching new clients with the hope of

than regional, approach to its collection

in this region.”

having our own brand boutiques.

by designing pieces that have a broader

Popular pieces include the round pendant

appeal and which can be enjoyed by

with a hook design, which brings wealth,

Yellow Village F51
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The scent is described as
a “caramel explosion” and
the bottle is inspired by
heritage Italian perfumery
from the 1930s. “It is just
hitting the shelves, but

Road to
China

Beauty Buzz
There has been a huge

Homme Sport, which

buzz around the launch

contains a fragrance and

Prada Candy is set to be

feedback – we think it will

The Folli Follie Group is

of Elie Saab Le Parfum,

ancillary products.

one of the most successful

be a new era for Prada

expecting to achieve big

the first fragrance from

“We are continuing to

fragrance launches of the

perfumes.”

things in China following

the successful Lebanese

shake up the market,”

year, if early feedback is

Other new novelties

its partnership with the

designer. Now, BPI is set

said Sarah-Alix Pailloncy,

anything to go by. “The eye-

include the rock and

Fosun Group, a private

to build on its success with

marketing director travel

catching packaging is really

roll inspired Black XS

Chinese enterprise, which

a new EDT, which comes

retail Europe & Middle

making an impact,” said

L’Excés, CH Men Sport,

has acquired a 10% share

in a taller, thinner crystal

East. “All our launches

Lyndea Dew, marketing

which is a leader in Latin

of the company, as a

bottle, and offers a different

have had a warm welcome

and customer development

America, Ricci Ricci EDT,

strategic investment.

olfactory proposition.

from the trade, so we are

director travel retail,

which is a line extension,

“There are lots of

Among the other new

feeling confident.”

Puig. “So many beautiful

and a limited edition

synergies between the

novelties to discover

perfume bottles come in

Prada Infusion D’Iris EDP

companies and the

on the Beauté Prestige

boring packaging, so we

absolute, plus much more.

partners are helping to

International stand is the

strengthen the presence

quirky Jean Paul Gaultier

of Folli Follie and Links

Kokorico. With notes of fig

we are having fabulous

wanted to create something
that was a better reflection
of what is inside.”

Riviera
Village RE19

of London and will help to

is going to be on a tour

leaves and cocoa, it comes

develop our business even

around the world from

in a face-shaped bottle and

further,” said Johnnie

October 2011 to May 2012,

bears the classic Gaultier

Voutsas, new business

which is going to be more

silhouette when viewed

development director, FF

great exposure for us.”

from the side.

Group. “We sponsored the

The company has over 100

From Narciso Rodriguez,

Miss China World pageant

points of sale in Mainland

there is an all-new modern

– all the contestants

China and will open

collection that currently

were wearing Folli Follie

around 25 more by the end

features two scents –

jewellery and carrying our

of the year.

Floral and Amber – with

bags and our president
was one of the six judges,”
said Voutsas. “The winner

28 – TFWA DAILY

Ambassadeurs
Village V2

more to be added each
year. There is also a full
line of L’eau D’Issey Pour

Riviera
Village RH3
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The
Rise of
Pandora

Registering
feedback
Building on the feedback received from
clients at last year’s exhibition, Imperial

Pandora is going from strength to strength

Tobacco has launched new cigarette lines

according to travel retail director Julian

from Davidoff, Golden Virginia and Drum.

Mullins, who was having back-to-back

Special edition Chinese New Year packs in

meetings on the stand yesterday. “Our

particular celebrate a very trans-continental

travel retail business has gone from

phenomenon.

zero to having concept stores at various

“It’s about building a global brand,” said

locations around the world, including
in Copenhagen, Singapore, Sydney and
Dublin in just three years.”
More new locations are opening on a

Scooter
appeal

manager, global duty free. “The trend of
Chinese New Year is celebrated all over the
world and feedback from customers last
year is that this is something they want and

on the schedule, for instance. The brand is

that’s why we’re here again in Cannes in the

also set to open more corners and shop-

Retro Italian styling from Swedish design

Year of the Dragon.”

in-shops too. “We have been especially

wizards Capella Industries pervades the

Golden Virginia roll-your-own products feature

successful with World Duty Free and

latest line of Lambretta watches. The new

an eye-catching map of the Canary Islands,

Aldeasa,” said Mullins. “Additionally, our

‘Avanti’ models are inspired by the tuning

while the Drum original tin box selection adds

airline business has gone from being non-

kits of classic 1940s Lambretta scooters,

a vintage touch to current lines.

existent to us having 27 partners, including

allowing you to adjust time zones, while

“The Chinese New Year products have

some major international carriers such as

digital displays and a carbon fibre dial add

received great feedback from the

Cathay Pacific and Iberia.”

a quintessentially masculine look. Slender

European markets and airport and retail

The charm bracelets are still a core

looks also permeate the new women’s

operators are very open to new ideas. Our

attraction, although the jewellery collection

‘Cielo Mesh’ collection, featuring either

biggest challenge now is finding out where

is demanding attention due to its broader

graphite, gold or silver plating.

our target groups lie and translating value

range of styles that includes pieces made

“The Cielo is an elegant model and easily

over and above price point,” explained

from 18-carat gold.

adopted by fashion conscious women

Thanscheidt.

Bay Village Bay B3

explained Andre Olovsson, designer for
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regular basis – a store in Munich is next
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Accessorising Space
Travel Blue already sells in more than 80

to work with you on the design of the space.”

countries and is employing new strategies

While each airport has different ergonomic

for space management across airports

requirements, the company believes

and retail spaces. Converting existing

there are opportunities to work on

display furniture for its broad range of

partnerships with operators in the

accessories, such as pillars, into spinning

Far East.

gondolas to allow greater accessory

The company is also showcasing iPad cases

product visibility and maximising space

and continues to spearhead the ‘Free-Lost-

is one idea.

Found’ (FLF) service, allowing customers to

“We’re negotiating with some airports over

register their Travel Blue product’s unique

standalone kiosks and mobile shops,” said

code and trace their valuables.

Jonathan Smith, head of travel retail. “Our
message to operators is that we are happy

Helicopter
service
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Red Village M24
Azur Hélicoptère, as an official partner of TFWA World Exhibition, is
offering special discounted rates to all participants!
One-way trip: 199/person (+115 tax per person). Scheduled return flights
(every 30 minutes) will operate between Nice Airport and the city of Cannes.
Also for your convenience, a complimentary shuttle service will be available
in Cannes itself for transfers between the heliport and your final destination
downtown (hotel on the Croisette, Palais des Festivals, etc.)
For reservations, please contact:

7/7 booking: + 33 (0)4 93 90 40 70
After 7PM 7/7: + 33 (0)6 84 53 55 82
infos@azurhelico.com
Panoramic flights over Cannes
croisette and Lérins islands
Departure from Cannes heliport
Minimum 2 persons
535 per person

Tel: +44 1293 783 851
Fax: +44 1293 782 959
post@pps-publications.com
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